Monocoque Construction, Rhino-Tough Hull And Guide Tested Program

Lund achieved another industry first by increasing the strength and durability of their boats. Without increasing the weight. This was done through the use of a Monocoque-type structural design. The body and framework are all one unit thus eliminating needless extra weight for structural support and allowing the use of heavier aluminum in the hull.

The result: (1) structural rigidity that far surpasses common skin and frame hulls; (2) Rhino-Tough hull, nearly impervious to all types of hull damage, through normal use: (3) reduced weight; (4) quieter ride.

Lund boats are designed to meet the rigid demands of guides, resort owners and fishermen alike.

In fact, Lund is the only boat manufacturer to use a panel of Northwoods Guides to test all their boat models. The Guides take them through rough waters of Northwoods Lakes, trailering on miles of country roads, dragging over rough portages and ramming up on rocky beaches.

Only after they have met each of these tests by the Guides is the Guide Tested Seal of approval given. The Guides test and approve them for your enjoyment and satisfaction.

FULL TEN YEAR GUARANTEE

Lund with 22 years of experience in building aluminum boats, offers the finest guarantee you could ask for. This guarantee covers: WORKMANSHIP: Lund's construction experts have an average of over 12 years of experience in boat building. We guarantee their workmanship.

MATERIALS: Lund aluminum is purchased from America's leading manufacturers . . . and milled to Lund specifications. We guarantee it with full confidence that you will never have a problem! Guarantee valid only on boats purchased through authorized Lund dealers.

FOR FULL DETAILS ON LUND'S ALL-INCLUSIVE GUARANTEE PROGRAM, TALK TO YOUR LUND DEALER!

LUND BOAT COMPANY, INC.
New York Mills, Minnesota 56577

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. Printed in U.S.A.
FR-14 FISH 'N SKI

VFR-17 I.O. FISH 'N SKI
Center Length: 17'5", Gunwale Length: 18’, Beam; 76½", Bow Depth; 37½", Center Depth; 37", Transom Width; 70", Carrying Capacity; 2260 lbs., Seats; 8 persons, H.P. Rating; 120, Transom Height; 20”, Hull Thickness: .080”, Approximate Weight; 1390 lbs., Color; Brown and Tan with Tan Vinyl.
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**C-12 BIG CARTOPPER**
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**S-16 BIG LAKES**
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**S-18 BIG RESORTER**

N-14 TROLLER BASS BOAT
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**VFR-15 FISH 'N SKI**


**VFR-17 FISH 'N SKI**


**C-17 CANOE**


**CO-16 CANOE**

S-14 BIG FISHERMAN

DUCKER
Duck Hunter's Dream — Center Length: 11'11'', Gunwale Length: 12'4'', Beam: 40$$\frac{1}{4}$$'', Bow Depth: 21$$\frac{1}{4}$$'', Center Depth: 15$$\frac{3}{4}$$'', Transom Width: 39$$\frac{3}{4}$$'' Capacity: 400 lbs., Seats: 2 persons, H.P. Rating: 10, Transom Height: 15'', Hull Thickness: .061'', Approximate Weight: 98 lbs., Color: Olive Drab Camouflage.